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To be the premier swimming state in Australia by 2018.
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Introduction
Swimming is Australia’s highest participation sport and is an activity that is
synonymous with the Australian way of life. The art of swimming offers participants
both important life skills and a sport that can be enjoyed by all ages and ability levels.
Swimming NSW is the peak body for Swimming in NSW and the ACT. It aims to be
the premier swimming state in Australia through increased participation and enhanced
performance and through the development of partnerships that provide quality life skills for
the community.
This Strategic Plan sets out the goals and objectives which we will aim to achieve
over the next quadrennium (2015-2018). This plan aims to build on the successes of
the previous plan and to continue to strive for excellence across all areas of our sport.
Successful implementation of this Plan requires the cooperation and support of our
many stakeholders and Swimming NSW is committed to work with our stakeholders
so we can together achieve these goals.
In consultation with Swimming Australia, Swimming NSW has adopted the three
strategic priorities as the pillars upon which our sport is nurtured and promoted. Each
pillar has specific aims and outcomes which achieved simultaneously will deliver the
vision of Swimming NSW.
We look forward to an exciting period ahead for our participants and working with our
stakeholders and partners to ensure that Swimming NSW becomes Australia’s premier
swimming state.

Our Vision
To be the premier swimming state in Australia by 2018.
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Strategic Objectives
Our Vision will be attained by the fulfilment of our ten strategic objectives across three Strategic Pillars of
Participation, Performance and Partnerships.
•

To actively grow participation in the sport of swimming in NSW (Participation).

•

To provide a robust support network for Clubs and Areas to allow them to grow 			
and achieve their objectives (Participation).

•

To ensure access to water space is optimised for both learn to swim and the sport of swimming 		
(Participation).

•

To deliver a world class Athlete Development Program sustained improvement 			
for our swimmers at State, National and International competitions (Performance).

•

To educate, develop and support our coaches (Performance).

•

To deliver competition and recreational events to the highest standard (Performance).

•

To develop our volunteers to the highest standards nationally and retain them in the sport 		
(Performance).

•

To provide a safe, inclusive and respectful environment for all members (Partnerships).

•

To develop partnerships that strengthen the value of the swimming brand and grow our sport in
NSW swimming (Partnerships).

•

To generate a financial return that sustains our business (Performance).
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Action Plans
For each strategic objective, we have an Action Plan.
To actively grow participation in the sport of swimming in NSW
•

Develop a value proposition that will attract and retain members in our sport

•

Ensure Swimming in NSW is a sport for all

•

Increase the profile of the sport by promoting the benefits of Swimming to 				
encourage membership.

•

Actively engage Learn to Swim Programs to build participation in the sport 				
of Swimming

•

Conduct research with current members, potential members and past members 			
to thoroughly evaluate our performance as membership organisation

To provide a robust support network for Clubs and Areas to allow them to grow
and achieve their objectives
•

Provide greater support to Clubs and Areas through well resourced programs 				
and initiatives.

•

Enhance Club and Area administrative performance through increased education 			
and training.

•

Continue to foster the relationships between Clubs and Areas to ensure a 				
uniform approach to the development of the sport.

•

Develop a communication strategy that will keep the Swimming community in 			
NSW informed and educated.

•

Utilise our Development Officer network to provide face to face support at the 			
grass roots level.
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To ensure access to water space is optimised for both learn to swim and the
sport of swimming
•

Continue to build relationships with aquatic space providers to maximise the 				
space available to Swimming.

•

Increase the level of support to Swimming NSW Aquatic Management with the view to 		
influencing access to water space across grass roots through to high performance.

•

Advocate for the development of appropriate infrastructure for swimming in NSW.

To deliver a world class Athlete Development Program sustained improvement for our swimmers at
State, National and International competitions
•

Play an active role in the development of swimmers from their first inter-club competition 		
through to International level.

•

Develop appropriate and well resourced development activities for athletes at every level along
the pathway.

•

Adopt a holistic approach to athlete development to produce champions in and out of the pool

•

Provide swimmers with a strong domestic competition program and arrange appropriate 		
external experiences to improve competitive performance.

To educate, develop and support our coaches
•

Provide educational opportunities and environmental support for all levels of Coaches.

•

Deliver and enhance the SNSW and ascta NSW Coach Development Framework

•

Build strong network of support services for coaches.

•

Increase engagement of coaches with Swimming NSW.
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To deliver competition and recreational events to the highest standards
•

Leadership in competition planning and the delivery of Swimming events.

•

Deliver the best Swimming events in Australia.

•

Benchmark event delivery and execution against best practice in events and sport.

•

Partner with Clubs and Areas and local venues to grow the value of events for all levels 			
of our sport.

•

Ensure our competitions create a positive experience and remain relevant for our members.

To develop our volunteers to the highest standards nationally and retain them in the sport
•

Reduce the barriers for volunteers to participate in our sport.

•

Simplify the Technical Official Accreditation process and create a clearly defined 			
Technical Official Pathway

•

Recognise and reward our volunteers for the vital role they play in our sport.

•

Educate and develop our volunteers to the highest standards nationally.

To provide a safe, inclusive and respectful environment for all members
•

Promote, develop and implement our Child and Member Welfare Policies to protect the 		
participants of our sport.

•

Ensure we adopt best practices in Work Health & Safety.

•

We will have zero tolerance to all forms of discrimination in our sport.

•

Encourage participation from indigenous swimmers, swimmers with disability and swimmers 		
from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
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To develop partnerships that strengthen the value of the swimming brand and grow
our sport in NSW swimming
•

Embrace technology to innovate and maximise delivery in events, administration 			
and communication.

•

Foster a cooperative relationship with all members, particularly parents, by maintaining strong 		
communication links including the conduct of various committees, forums and seminars.

•

Maintain strong relationships with ascta NSW, Swimming Australia, the NSW Institute of Sport, 		
Masters Swimming NSW, the NSW Olympic Council, Swimming Alumni and the Australian 		
Commonwealth Games Association (NSW Branch).

•

Secure commercial partners that share our passion for Swimming and that will provide services
and benefits to both Swimming NSW and our members.

•

Actively engage Schools, Universities and other Tertiary Institutions to build participation in the
sport of Swimming.

•

Ensure Swimming NSW is an open and socially responsible organisation that exhibits all the traits
of a world class organisation.

•

Develop partnerships with relevant Government agencies to increase water safety & water space
in NSW as well as promoting Swimming as a sport for life.

•

Maximise commercial opportunities through use of the national brand and ensure a uniform 		
image for the sport throughout Australia.

•

Develop relationships with non affiliated Clubs and Members.

To generate a financial return that sustains our business
•

Implement the SNSW Capital Adequacy Policy.

•

Seek opportunities that provide additional entitlements, benefits and value to our members
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visit www.nsw.swimming.org.au
phone (02) 9763 5833
email admin@nsw.swimming.org.au
www.facebook.com/SwimmingNSW
www.twitter.com/swimmingnsw (@SwimmingNSW)
www.youtube.com/SwimmingNSW

